Abstract-We propose a forward resource reservation (FRR) scheme to reduce the data burst delay at edge nodes in optical burst switching (OBS) systems. We also explore algorithms to implement the various intrinsic features of the FRR scheme. Linear predictive filter (LPF)-based methods are investigated and demonstrated to be effective for dynamic burst-length prediction. An aggressive resource reservation algorithm is proposed to deliver a significant performance improvement with controllable bandwidth cost. By reserving resources in an aggressive manner, an FRR system can reduce both the signaling retransmission probability and the bandwidth wastage as compared with a system without the aggressive reservation. An FRR-based QoS strategy is also proposed to achieve burst delay differentiation for different classes of traffic. Theoretical analysis and simulation results verify the feasibility of the proposed algorithms and show that our FRR scheme yields a significant delay reduction for time-critical traffic without incurring a deleterious bandwidth overhead.
FRR for Latency Reduction and QoS Provisioning in OBS Networks

I. INTRODUCTION
O PTICAL burst switching (OBS) provides a feasible paradigm for Internet protocol (IP) over wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) integration, which has been the focus of intense investigation owing to its flexibility in utilizing the terahertz bandwidth of a single optical fiber and its capability to support transparent data transmissions. However, with the emergence of multitype applications such as data, voice, and videoconferencing, the next-generation network must also be designed to provide a variety of quality-of-service (QoS) functionalities. One of the major challenges is the latency reduction issue [1] , [2] . It has been widely recognized that, to date, the bandwidth is no longer the transmission bottleneck in many core networks, but it is the latency that dominates the transmission time and is becoming of paramount importance. The foregoing challenge has made it increasingly important for a network to support delay-sensitive applications and to facilitate QoS provisioning. This is also a critical consideration when designing an OBS system. The basic ideas underlying an OBS system are twofold: the burstification of IP packets, and the decoupling of the transmission and switching of a control header and its data payload. A control header, also called a burst header packet (BHP), is transmitted in an earlier time window than its data payload. While a BHP is processed at each and every intermediate node in the core network to reserve resources and set up a switching path, the corresponding data payload is switched throughout the network transparently without the need to interpret the data format or bit rate. Such separation maintains the desirable property of data transparency and leads to a better synergy of both the mature electronic technologies and advanced optical technologies [3] , [4] .
One of the main advantages of an OBS approach lies in its switching granularity, i.e., a data burst. It is a solution to compensate for the time constraint of directly switching individual IP packets at optical routers due to the mismatch between the transmission capability of WDM fibers and the processing capability of the electronic control plane, thus alleviating the heavy burden of electronic devices for lightpath configuration. This advantage results from the particular procedure of burstification [4] , whereby multiple IP packets are aggregated into a single data burst at the network ingress. A side effect imposed by such a burst-buildup process, however, is an artificial delay. The typical end-to-end delay of a data burst thus mainly consists of three components: burst assembly delay at edge routers, path setup delay caused by control headers, and the propagation delay in the core network.
We observe that the bandwidth at the core network (OC192 and beyond) is much higher than that in the edge network (OC3-OC48). The time for assembling a burst, which usually consists of hundreds of IP packets and is at the time scale of hundreds of microseconds, is comparable with the switching path setup time, which is also presumed to be in the range of microseconds [5] . The burst delay at network edges is substantial and has a significant impact on the end-to-end burst delay. This influence is especially detrimental to the real-time traffic, which has stringent delay constraints. Since the propagation time of a data burst, which is intrinsic, cannot be reduced, reducing burst delay at network ingresses will be greatly beneficial to latency reduction and QoS provisioning.
The latency reduction issue has been incorporated in many OBS system designs [4] - [7] . For example, the typical one-way signaling protocol of just-in-time (JIT) mechanism is particularly designed for ultra-low latency unidirectional transport of data bursts across an optical network. Xiong et al. [4] provided a thorough discussion on the architecture and design considerations of OBS networks. The delay reduction problem in that paper is considered in terms of the switching node 0733-8716/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE architectures, scheduling algorithms, and burst assembly duration. A common characteristic of these studies is that, however, the end-to-end burst delay reduction mechanism has been focused on the core network, from the perspectives of signaling protocols, hardware designs, and scheduling algorithms at network intermediate nodes.
In this paper, we propose a novel transmission mechanism at network ingresses, called forward resource reservation (FRR), to facilitate the end-to-end burst delay reduction functionality. We also propose algorithms to implement the intrinsic features of the FRR scheme. Our proposals have the following characteristics: First, we advocate the latency reduction mechanism at network edges, the interfaces between the metropolitan area network (MAN) and the WDM backbone, where multiple IP packets are assembled into a single burst. Second, the end-to-end burst delay at the application level is reduced by a parallel strategy, i.e., by masking the impact of multiple latency contributors. Third, we make use of the available bandwidth in core networks for QoS support. Fourth, the FRR scheme reduces the real-time data burst delay without increasing that of nonreal-time bursts. And last but not least, our algorithms are based on mature techniques and are simple to implement.
Our contributions include the following: 1) we propose an innovative transmission mechanism embedded at ingress nodes to efficiently reduce the end-to-end burst delay; 2) we justify the feasibility of a least mean square (LMS)-based linear predictive filter (LPF) for dynamic burst-length prediction; and 3) an efficient resource reservation algorithm is derived to achieve controllable FRR performance enhancement, including improved latency reduction capability, lowered average bandwidth cost and reduced signaling retransmission probability. Besides the theoretical analysis, extensive simulations have been conducted to evaluate the system performance. Three distinctive traffic scenarios have been considered: MPEG video traces, Poisson traffic, and self-similar traffic. We devote more efforts on the self-similar traffic which is essentially the de facto trend to characterize the multitimescale burstiness of the Internet traffic [8] , [9] . Since measurement of such real networks has shown that the aggregated traffic exhibits long-range dependence, which leads to substantially different performance evaluations from those based on the Poisson traffic model, it is practical and necessary to factor in the self-similarity property when we discuss any system design and evaluate its performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II specifies the OBS system environment and our system model. Section III describes the basic transmission mechanism of an FRR scheme. Its intrinsic characteristics, in terms of burst-length prediction, aggressive resource reservation, and QoS provisioning, are presented in Section IV. In Section V, we investigate the system performance by theoretical analysis and simulation evaluations. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PROBLEM STATEMENT
This section details the system model to which an FRR-based transmission strategy applies. A brief review of related work or approaches on different aspects of the OBS system is introduced. We also formulate the problem we will solve. Fig. 1 highlights the architecture of an OBS network under investigation. Our focus is on the latency reduction mechanism at WDM network edges.
A. System Model
Edge nodes of such networks are divided into two nondisjoint sets: ingress (source) nodes and egress (destination) nodes. A node can be a source node as well as a destination node at the same time. Burstification is performed at ingresses, where a burstification control unit (BCU) [4] resides and coordinates the assignment and transmission of data channels and control channels. In our system, the BCU also performs functions particular to our algorithms. We employ the time-based burst assembly mechanisms [4] , [10] , whereby a new burst is aggregated and is ready to be sent into the core network when a predefined threshold is reached (e.g., a timer expires).
Signaling protocols for OBS systems are based on two alternative schemes: "Tell-and-wait" (TAW) and "tell-and-go" (TAG) [7] . While the former features a two-way reservation, the TAG scheme uses the one-way signaling, i.e., at the ingress node, a control packet is sent out and after a certain offset time, without waiting for confirmation from the network, its data burst is transmitted. Some popularly discussed protocols (e.g., the JIT [5] , [6] and just-enough-time (JET) [7] , [11] ) are TAG in nature. For more details on the TAG-based signaling protocol and the related work, interested readers are referred to [6] and [7] and references therein. In our scenario, we adopt the TAG scheme because it incurs a shorter burst delay at a source node. The latency reduction strategy proposed in this paper supports both JIT and JET protocols.
Reservation schemes of an OBS system differentiate from each other depending on how an intermediate switch node is made aware of the beginning and the ending of a data burst. Four main reservation schemes are discussed in literature [6] : 1) explicit setup and explicit release; 2) explicit setup and estimated release; 3) estimated setup and explicit release; and 4) estimated setup and estimated release. These variants result in different complexity of hardware requirements and different amount of time that the switching elements are reserved for an individual burst. In this paper, we assume that the switching matrix is set up and reserved for a burst according to scheme II. In addition, we employ an improvement of this approach, termed delayed reservation (DR) [11] , i.e., the resources at intermediate nodes are reserved for the incoming data payload from its arrival time and are released (torn down or timed-out) at its departure time, determined from the arrival time of the BHP and the burst length. This approach enables a BHP to reserve resources for a more precise duration that corresponds to the burst length, and delivers efficient bandwidth utilization and high system throughput. A BHP in this scenario has the knowledge of its payload, including ingress/egress node identification and the data burst length.
The application streams in our WDM network are specified by two parameters. One is the traffic load which characterizes the incoming traffic intensity. The other is the delay allowance which indicates the time constraint. According to this parameter, we partition the traffic into QoS classes, with the classtraffic being more delay-sensitive than the class-one when . The QoS requirement considered in this paper is the delay constraint.
B. Problem Statement
Based on the above system model and service requirements, we can formulate the latency reduction issue at the edges of the core network as follows. Given the OBS system supporting multiple classes of applications, each with different delay constraints, the problem we are facing now is to design an ingress node transmission scheme to provide less end-to-end burst delay for the delay-sensitive traffic, while keeping the network cost within limits. We also investigate the enabling technologies which are indispensable for the proposed scheme to deliver satisfactory performance figures of merits.
III. FRR SCHEME
In this section, we present the novel FRR scheme to reduce the end-to-end burst delay based on our system model.
A. Motivations
In a typical OBS system, the transmission of a BHP is dependent on the burst assembly process [12] , [13] . To acquire the necessary information of its data payload, including the data burst length, a BHP waits for the completion of the burst assembly before it is transmitted for signaling and resource reservation. To allow enough time for switching nodes to process the BHP and to set up the switching matrix, the data payload should be further delayed at the ingress node for an offset time before being launched into the core network. The data burst delay at an edge node has to account for these two factors, both considerable sources of delay.
Our intuitive idea on this observation is that, rather than performing the above two processes in sequence, the burst assembly procedure and the transmission of a BHP should be processed in parallel, and thereby minimize their impact on the total end-to-end burst delay. A brief summary of the design objectives of our FRR scheme includes the following.
• A BHP specifies, among other information, a reservation duration, which corresponds to the length of its data payload. • While preserving the all-optical transparency advantage for its payload, a BHP should enable the data burst to be transmitted as early as possible, thus resulting in minimum latency at the source node.
• The system can behave differently for different classes of traffic and achieve service differentiation in terms of the burst delay.
Our FRR scheme meets the first two requirements by a parallel strategy, and it is further extended to facilitate the QoS-capable requirement.
B. FRR for Ingress Node Transmission
To explain the FRR scheme, we first define some notations that simplify our description (Table I ). In part of this paper, when we discuss the behavior and performance of an individual traffic class to which the FRR scheme applies, for notational simplicity, the referencing of traffic class is omitted.
An FRR scheme involves a three-step procedure as follows.
• Phase 1: Prediction. As soon as the previous burstification is done and a new burst assembly begins at , the BCU predicts the length of the next incoming data burst. This estimation is based on a linear prediction method, as will be discussed in the next section.
• Phase 2: Pretransmission. Instead of waiting for the burst assembly to complete, a control header is constructed instantly upon the completion of the prediction. The BCU injects into the BHP the information necessary for path setup, including a resource reservation length which is determined with an aggressive reservation algorithm. The BHP is then launched into the core network at time .
• Phase 3: Examination. When the burst assembly is fully carried out, the actual burst length is compared with the reservation length in the pretransmitted BHP to ensure the prereserved duration is enough for the actual burst length. There are two cases of interest to consider:
1) If the actual burst length is less than or equal to the prereserved duration, i.e., the BHP has reserved enough bandwidth for the data payload, the BHP pretransmission is deemed a success. In this case, the data burst is sent into the core network at . 2) If the actual burst length exceeds the prereserved duration, the BHP pretransmission is deemed a failure.
The BHP has to be retransmitted for this burst at a later time of with the actual burst size, and the data payload lags behind by the offset . Note that our FRR scheme does not introduce any extra burst delay. Even a failed forward reservation causes the same latency with a transmission not using the FRR scheme. Fig. 2 depicts the principle of the basic FRR scheme when a pretransmission of the BHP succeeds.
Our FRR scheme features two prominent advantages: First, the advanced transmission of a BHP enables concurrent performing of burstification and resource reservation. This way, at least part of the delay of the two procedures is transparent to the higher layers and the total delay due to the sequential executions is reduced. The other significant merit is that our effort for delay reduction is focused at network edges, where sophisticated computation is affordable and a large amount of electronic buffer is available. This line of thought complies with the current trend that only simple and scalable control and management should be done in the high-speed WDM layer, while most of the intelligence of the network, such as traffic engineering and QoS provisioning, is implemented at the IP layer [11] , [14] .
In addition, we emphasize that to deliver considerable performance improvement in terms of latency reduction without deleterious system cost, the forward transmission of the BHP should be adopted in tandem with the aggressive reservation strategy (as will be investigated in Section IV and Section V). A strategy discussed in [15] also involves an early release of a signaling message, yet with different transmission principle, enabling technologies, and performance concerns.
IV. FRR BASIC FEATURES
Besides the pretransmission of a BHP, the proposed FRR scheme also features a LPF-based burst-length prediction, an aggressive resource reservation, and the ease for QoS provisioning.
A. Burst-Length Prediction
The FRR scheme benefits from the parallel execution of the BHP signaling and the burst assembly. The forward transmission of a BHP requires a priori knowledge of the burst length. We propose to make this possible by a prediction-based method. There is no doubt that to make a prediction algorithm practical for an OBS system, it should not only deliver good estimation performance, but also be simple and fast. Norros [16] proposed to find the weight factor function of the predictive filter based on integration of a weakly singular integral equation. This method is proved to be accurate and effective, especially for the self-similar traffic. However, the calculation is done off-line, and it requires a significant computational complexity, that limits its application for high-speed networks. In our system, we employ an -order LPF which works as follows [17] .
Let be the length (in the time scale) of the th burst. The length of the next incoming burst is then predicted according to those of the previous bursts by (1) where , are the coefficients of the predictive filter.
There are a variety of options to obtain the predictive filter coefficients. For our system, we examine two approaches. One is based on the Yule-Walker method, whereby the predictive filter coefficients can be expressed as , where and are the autocorrelation matrix and the autocorrelation vector of the data burst lengths, respectively, and is the coefficient vector [18] .
An alternative is the -order normalized LMS-based recursive LPF. We update the predictive filter coefficients by an efficient algorithm [17] , where the coefficients for the th prediction are defined as , with being an adjustable parameter of the LPF, the residual between the actual and the predicted length of the th data burst and the vector of . We verify by simulations (the results of which are partly reported in Section V) that the LMS-based method is more appropriate, within the context of burst-length prediction, to forecast the length of the next data burst. The LMS-based method achieves satisfactory prediction performance without knowing the autocorrelation of the input traffic stream in advance and, thus, can be used as an on-line algorithm for bandwidth forecast. Meanwhile, the LMS-based approach outperforms the other alternative in terms of computational simplicity. Its time complexity for the coefficient calculation is , which is much less than that of Yule-Walker equations . Therefore, in this paper, we will present the experimental results only for the LMS-based LPF. The impact of the prediction order on the forecast performance is presented in Section V.
B. Aggressive Resource Reservation
In an FRR-enabled OBS system, resources in the intermediate nodes are reserved for an incoming data burst according to the predicted burst length. The forward-reserved length, denoted as , if optimal, should be equal to the actual burst length. Due to the imperfection of a predictor, however, an estimated length may turn out to be smaller or larger than the actual burst duration. Suppose the reservation length is set to be equal to the predicted value, a smaller prediction of burst length will result in an insufficient reservation of the path holding time for the data burst. This requires the control header to be retransmitted after the burst assembly finishes, thus degrading the FRR latency reduction performance. We compensate for this problem by an innovative aggressive resource reservation method. Instead of making , we define the reservation length as , where is a small margin of correction. The value of has a significant impact on both the BHP pretransmission success probability-therefore the latency reduction capability of the FRR scheme and the system costs (e.g., the resource utilization and the signaling overhead). It should be carefully determined according to the tradeoff between these two performance metrics.
Conceptually, the probability that a BHP pretransmission succeeds is: (2) where is the distribution of the prediction residuals . If we assume resembles white noise, i.e., zero-mean Gaussian distribution with variance equal to , we get (3) where is the Q-function [18] . Equation (3) shows that the BHP pretransmission success probability is a function of the ratio of over . While a variety of methods are possible to determine the values for , we propose to choose to be a multiple of (i.e.,
). The rationale is that, this way, the explicit control on can be achieved by simply choosing which satisfies (4) Meanwhile, the inherent property of the Q-function in tandem with (3) implies that a too large (e.g., ) will have little contribution to the performance improvement. Furthermore, we will show in Section V that the bandwidth overhead caused by the aggressive reservation algorithm can also be expressed as a function of the ratio of over , implying that by choosing a proper value of , we can explicitly bound the bandwidth wastage and achieve the optimal tradeoff between the performance gain and the bandwidth cost.
From an implementation standpoint, for our LPF-based FRR system, we choose to be a multiple of the root mean square (RMS) of the sample residuals of the LPF, i.e., (5) where is a real value and may be determined by the network management. Fig. 3 depicts the principle of our traffic prediction and aggressive reservation algorithms.
Our solution is designed to take full advantage of the abundant bandwidth available in the core network to fulfill some QoS functionalities. Aiming at increasing the successful BHP pretransmission probability, the aggressive reservation method enhances the FRR scheme with an improved latency reduction capability. One may argue that the introduction of a small margin of correction will result in bandwidth wastage. It is well known, however, that in the future core network, bandwidth is no longer a limiting factor, while latency will be the major challenge to overcome [1] , [2] . As reported, only 2% to 5% of the deployed fibers in the USA, i.e., the potential bandwidth, are lit, carrying just 10% utilization [19] , [20] . Meanwhile, we will demonstrate that our aggressive reservation algorithm delivers a significant performance gain with a very limited reservation cost (see Section V). Furthermore, by properly choosing the correction values, the aggressive reservation method can actually reduce both signaling retransmission probability and the system bandwidth wastage as compared with a reservation method without a correction value (i.e., a zero-correction reservation method).
C. FRR for QoS Provisioning
Following the previous discussion on the delay constraints of different traffic classes and the FRR transmission scheme, we discuss an FRR-based strategy to facilitate QoS functionality at the ingress nodes and will refer to it as the FRR-based QoS provisioning. The aim is to reduce the burst delay for the real-time traffic and to achieve flexible QoS differentiation for different classes of applications.
The FRR-enabled OBS system facilitates the QoS provisioning by assigning each individual class-traffic two system parameters: the interval to control when to launch the BHP into the core network prior to the burst assembly completion, and the real value [defined in (4) ] to achieve controllable BHP pretransmission success probability. It is precisely the flexibility of and that enable us to implement the scalable delay reduction and QoS isolation degree [11] , [23] between classes. . The advanced transmission of the class-0 data burst is achieved . Accordingly, the average delay that the time-critical traffic experiences at the ingress node can be decreased, taking into account of (analyzed in Section V).
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
The system performance is evaluated via theoretical analysis and simulation results. Performance metrics include: -the latency reduction improvement of an FRR system, -the BHP pretransmission success probability and -the bandwidth overhead. The referencing of traffic class will be omitted for notational simplicity when we conduct the performance evaluation for the individual traffic class to which the FRR scheme applies. We also investigate the prediction performance of an LMS-based LPF under a variety of traffic parameters and justify the predictability of the self-similar traffic. The order of the LPF is four, if not otherwise specified.
To focus on the effect of the FRR scheme on latency reduction, we do not consider the queuing delay due to the edge node scheduling. Table II summarizes the notations we will use in the analysis.
A. Latency Reduction Improvement
We first study the burst delay at network ingresses under the simple mode of the BHP signaling scheme (called NFRR for non-forward resource reservation) and that under the FRR alternative. Then, we analyze the latency improvement by the FRR scheme. The delay of a data burst is defined as the average delay of all the packets composed of this burst, due to the burst assembly and the basic offset time. Therefore, the burst delay caused by burst assembly is . 1) Burst delay in an NFRR system.
In an NFRR transmission system, the burst delay at an ingress node is (6) 2) Burst delay in the FRR system.
In the FRR-based system, the burst delay at an ingress node differs according to the success or failure of the pretransmission of a BHP. Suppose the forward resource reservation succeeds with a probability of , the average burst delay of a class-0 burst is .
We assume that is a real value that represents the ratio of over , i.e., . The latency improvement of the FRR scheme over the NFRR scheme can be expressed by .
Therefore, the system performance improvement depends on three parameters: the ratio of over , the advanced period , and the probability that the forward reservation of a BHP succeeds . Fig. 5 presents the latency reduction percentage versus , as varies, when . It shows that increases as approaches and reaches its maximum gain when the ratio is one. Specifically, if the burst length can be predicted precisely such that the pretransmission of the BHP succeeds with a high probability , our FRR scheme can reduce the edge node latency for the class-0 traffic by 66% when .
B. BHP Pretransmission Success Probability
Equation (8) indicates that the probability of successful BHP pretransmissions has a substantial impact on the latency improvement . Since depends largely on the difference between the prereserved duration and the actual burst length (in our system, ), we study the effect of the correction margin on . Provided that the distribution of the prediction residuals of our LPF could be approximated by a zero-mean Gaussian function with variance equal to (further justification of this assumption will be presented in the next section), we can obtain the based on (3), i.e., . We conducted a set of simulations tracing the cumulative density function (CDF) of the successful BHP pretransmissions under all three traffic scenarios, as shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that for each input traffic scenario, the pretransmission of a BHP succeeds with a probability of about 50% in a system without aggressive reservation . However, the significant improvement on is achieved with small values of correction , and this performance gain slows down as increases. For example, the BHP pretransmission succeeds with a probability of about 96% and 99%, if and , at which point the latency improvement is about 64% and 66%
, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5 . For comparison, we also plot the CDF of a standard Gaussian distribution. The experimental CDF curves match the theoretical curve very well, indicating that our white noise assumption for prediction residuals is valid.
C. Bandwidth Overhead
Our FRR strategy increases the BHP pretransmission success probability and improves the latency reduction performance for the delay-sensitive traffic by means of an aggressive bandwidth reservation. For the class-traffic to which the FRR scheme applies, let represent the ratio of the average extra reservation length to the average actual burst length. can be referred to as the bandwidth overhead of this traffic class. Now, we consider the bandwidth overhead as a long-term system performance, and omit the index of the burst sequence number. This way, an advanced reservation length is simply denoted as , which is equal to , where is the estimated burst length and the correction margin. The actual burst length is referred to as . Let and represent the difference between and , and that between and , respectively. Then, we have the relationships of , , and The bandwidth overhead of our FRR scheme factors in both the successful and the unsuccessful pretransmission probabilities of a BHP. A BHP pretransmission succeeds when , which implies . The average in this case, denoted as , is given by (9) where is the distribution function of . The bandwidth overhead caused by a successful forward resource reservation is, thus (10) Meanwhile, the bandwidth overhead caused by an unsuccessful pretransmission of the BHP is 100%, i.e., . Provided that the distribution of the residuals of our LPF is a zero-mean Gaussian function with variance , and that we have , the bandwidth overhead of class-traffic can thus be expressed as (refer to [21] for a more detailed derivation) (11) Of more interest is the system bandwidth overhead, i.e., the bandwidth overhead of the whole system where multiple traffic classes exist, defined as the traffic class index (12) where is the traffic load of class-. For example, in a two-class QoS scenario where the FRR and the NFRR schemes are applied to the class-0 traffic and the class-1 traffic, respectively, suppose the traffic load distribution of the real-time traffic and the nonreal-time traffic is 3:7, then the system bandwidth overhead is . Fig. 7 illustrates as a function of . Both theoretical values (11) and simulation results are presented.
It is interesting to see that by properly choosing a small margin of correction in addition to the predicted burst length, our aggressive resource reservation-enhanced FRR system actually reduces the bandwidth overhead as compared to a system with a zero-correction reservation algorithm. Provided the upper bound of the bandwidth overhead corresponds to the one with . The reason is that the correction value, which is much smaller than the length of a data burst, dramatically increases the BHP forward signaling success probability, and reduces the wasted resource reservation due to insufficient burst-length prediction, which will otherwise contribute a greater bandwidth overhead. Correction values larger than some threshold (e.g., ), however, result in a slightly higher pretransmission success probability at the cost of a larger system bandwidth overhead (see Figs. 6 and 7) . Our FRR scheme gains a significant latency reduction at the cost of a very small system bandwidth overhead, as can be seen from Figs. 5-7, which reinforce our aforementioned conclusion that the FRR scheme should be applied in tandem with the aggressive reservation algorithm to achieve satisfactory performance figures of merits with minor operation overhead.
D. LPF Performance and Traffic Predictability
The accuracy of an LMS-based LPF is assessed by two parameters:
which is the inverse of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the autocorrelation of the residuals after the forecast. Special attention has been paid to the self-similar traffic scenario generated from the FFT-FGN model [22] , if not otherwise specified.
The first set of simulations are conducted by tracing the dependence of on the parameters of burst assembly duration , Hurst parameter (the traffic bursty degree), and traffic load , respectively (Figs. 8-10 ). The performance of an LPF is influenced by all the three variables. Fig. 8 shows the effect of the burst assembly duration. While smaller values are achieved when the burst assembly time is between 100-1000 , a shorter or longer assembly time results in worse performance (i.e., larger
). Meanwhile, it shows that the optimal , i.e., the burstification interval that delivers smaller , shifts as the value varies. This can also be seen from Fig. 9 , which shows that the prediction filter performance degrades slightly as the value becomes larger. However, the LMS-based LPF presents acceptable prediction throughout the range from to . For example, given that the mean value of the input traffic flow is 2000 bytes/ and variance , when the burst assembly time is 200 , the is 0.22% and 0.37% for of 0.7 and 0.8, respectively. Note that the burstification interval changes the performance of an LPF on the self-similar traffic. For (i.e., no further assembly on the input trace), the prediction performance is improved as gets larger. This phenomenon is consistent with the conclusion given in [16] and [24] . However, the effect of on the prediction performance diminishes as the burst assembly interval grows. The traffic load also has substantial effect on the prediction performance (Fig. 10) . Given the same traffic bursty degree and burst assembly time, the performance of an LMS-based LPF increases dramatically as the traffic load increases.
The effect of the order of the prediction filter on the forecasting performance is shown in Table III . It appears that the LMS-based LPF and the Yule-Walker-based 1 one behave differently as the order changes. For a self-similar traffic scenario, the LMS-based predictive filter emphasizes the most recent data burst lengths, i.e., an LPF can be made smaller to reduce the computation overhead. Fig. 11 shows the autocorrelation of the input traffic and the prediction errors. Although the input trace presents the longrange dependence, the residuals of the LMS-based forecast resemble white noise.
The simulation results on both performance metrics imply the following conclusions. First, the LMS approach can deliver satisfactory prediction for the self-similar traffic. The length of the next incoming burst can be forecasted very well. Since the real Internet traffic can be best modeled by self-similar processes, our conclusion strongly verifies the viability of our LPF-based FRR mechanism. Second, the residuals of the LMS-based forecast are approximately Gaussian distributed, justifying our pre-1 To achieve the real-time forecast for the data burst length, our prediction is blind in that we estimate R and r in the Yule-Walker equation based on the length of the last N data bursts, where N is the order of the LPF. vious derivations that are based on the white noise assumption. Third, in an LPF-based FRR system, a dynamic burst assembly interval is important to process the real-time traffic. The burst assembly time should be determined on-line, adaptive to the statistics derived from the previous traffic streams, i.e.,
. Meanwhile, we also propose that with the FRR mechanism, a burst assembly time should be no less than the burst offset time . The argument is that even though a burst assembly finishes earlier than the expiration of its offset time, the burst should wait for the end of the offset time and then be sent into the core network afterward. Algorithms to determine the optimal burst assembly duration , combining other constraints such as the number of data channels and control channels, are critically important and need further investigation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel FRR scheme has been proposed and proved to be practical in reducing the data burst delay at network ingresses of an OBS system. The FRR scheme consists of three inherent features: a parallel execution of BHP signaling and burstification, an LMS-based LPF for burst-length prediction and an aggressive resource reservation. The FRR scheme has also been extended to facilitate QoS differentiation at network edges.
Theoretical analysis and simulations exhibit encouraging results. Our FRR mechanism leads to a significant latency reduction based on simple algorithms and mature techniques. QoS differentiation is facilitated at network edges. The aggressive reservation algorithm proves to be effective in increasing the successful pretransmission probability of a BHP. Furthermore, we have shown that the FRR scheme in tandem with this reservation algorithm results in less signaling retransmissions and bandwidth overhead as compared to a zero-correction system. The LMS-based LPF delivers excellent forecasting performance for the self-similar traffic which best models the Internet traffic. Optimal performance of the LPF has been found to depend on a variety of traffic parameters, including the traffic load, self-similar degree, and prediction interval. Such dependence on prediction interval implies the importance to devise algorithms that dynamically determine the burstification duration.
Several issues remain open and are worthy of further investigation to optimize our FRR scheme and to unleash the potential of the FRR-enabled OBS system. For example, the introduction of the aggressive reservation algorithm implies the importance to budget the correction value and to balance between the performance gain (in terms of the latency reduction and QoS differentiation) and the operation cost (in terms of the resource utilization and the signaling overhead). The burst blocking probability and network resource utilization should be evaluated based on a variety of network topologies. Another issue is the optimization of the burst-length prediction algorithms and the comparison between the performance of an LMSbased LPF and those of other predictive filters under different traffic scenarios. These issues are the focus of our future research.
